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Amolecular-level understanding of the solvation of acids in
size-selected clusters can lend insight into their behavior in

bulk solution. Experimental1�4 and theoretical5,6 studies have
explored the extent of acid dissociation in clusters and the
minimum number of water molecules needed for this process
to occur. Analogous experiments on clusters of water with ionic
acids (or bases) are also of considerable interest7,8 because the
size and composition of a charged cluster is more readily
determined than that for a neutral cluster. This paper focuses
on hydrated clusters of the bisulfate anion, HSO4h, a weak acid in
aqueous solution with a pKa of 2.0. Bisulfate is also among the
most prevalent negative ions in the troposphere and the strato-
sphere due to its high stability with respect to electron detach-
ment.9�11 It may also play a role in seeding aerosols by homo-
geneous nucleation.9,12�14 These considerations motivate the
work presented here, in which we report infrared multiple photon
dissociation (IRMPD) spectra of the HSO4h(H2O)n clusters, n =
1�16. This study reports the first vibrational spectra of micro-
hydrated bisulfate and probes the 550�1800 cm�1 spectral
region, directly accessing intra- as well as intermolecular vibra-
tional modes, including the bending and S�O stretching vibra-
tions of the HSO4h core. Experiments of this type provide a means
of identifying the bisulfate anion in the presence of water mole-
cules and may thus prove useful in characterizing binary H2SO4/
water aerosols.15,16

Experimental spectroscopic information on the bisulfate ion
comes predominantly from bulk studies on aqueous sulfuric
acid15,17�21 where, based on the concentration, a majority of

dissolved species is present as HSO4h and from thin films of
sulfuric acid hydrates.22,23 The interpretation of these spectra is
complicated by the presence of counterions and other species in
equilibrium. Nonetheless, a number of characteristic bisulfate
vibrational frequencies have been identified. Molecular dynamics24

calculations predict a stronger interaction of the solvating water
at the bisulfate hydrogen site than elsewhere on the ion. Elec-
tronic structure calculations have yielded geometries for small
ion clusters, HSO4h(H2O)n, n e 10, showing similar solvation
motifs with variations in some of the lowest-energy isomers.24�27

No previous size-selected gas-phase spectroscopic studies exist
for these bisulfate clusters, although the bare ion has been
characterized by photoelectron spectroscopy10 and the associated
hydrated SO4

2� dianion has been studied experimentally in
small28�31 and large32,33 clusters.

IRMPD spectra of HSO4h(H2O)n clusters with n = 1�12, 14,
and 16 are shown in Figure 1. The spectra are comprised of the
bands labeled A�H, which can be assigned by comparison to the
bulk spectra,15,17,18 FTIR of thin films,22 and previous IRMPD
results.28,29 Peak A is the water bending mode. It is present in all
cluster sizes with a frequency ranging from 1659 to 1677 cm�1.
This assignment is consistent with previous results on liquid water
(1645 cm�1),18 liquid sulfuric acid/water aerosols (1725 cm�1),15

andmicrohydrated sulfate dianion clusters (1674�1735 cm�1).28,29
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ABSTRACT: Gas-phase infrared photodissociation spectra of the microhydrated bisulfate
anions HSO4h(H2O)n, with n = 1�16, are reported in the spectral range of 550�1800 cm�1.
The spectra show extensive vibrational structure assigned to stretching and bending modes of
the bisulfate core, as well as to water bending and librational modes. Comparison with
electronic structure calculations suggests that the acidic proton of HSO4

� is involved in the
formation of a hydrogen bond from ng 1 and that water�water hydrogen bonds form for ng
2. The water network for the larger clusters forms hydrogen-bonded “bands” about the
bisulfate core. The blue shifting of the SOH bending mode from 1193 (n = 1) to 1381 cm�1

(n = 12) accompanied by a dramatic decrease in its IR intensity suggests increased
incorporation of the bisulfate hydrogen atom into the hydrogen-bonding network, the first
step toward acid dissociation.

SECTION: Dynamics, Clusters, Excited States
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Peak A increases in intensity and broadens significantly with
increasing hydration number. Additional structure such as split-
ting or shoulders is observed for certain cluster sizes such as n =
4, 5, and 7.

Next is a multiplet of peaks at around 1200 cm�1 that evolves
into the three peaks B, C, and D by n = 3, as well as peak E at
around 1050 cm�1. The vibrations in this region correlate to the
triply degenerate antisymmetric stretching mode28 in tetra-
hedrally symmetric sulfate, SO4

2h. The Td symmetry of this
anionic center is broken by the presence of the hydrogen in
HSO4h. The resulting vibrations for a C3v center (the assumed
averaged symmetry of bulk aqueous HSO4h) are then the sym-
metric and antisymmetric SO3 stretches (singly and doubly
degenerate, respectively).22 In C1 or Cs symmetry, the antisym-
metric SO3 stretch further splits into an antisymmetric SO2

stretch and a stretching mode of the remaining SdO bond (with
some symmetric SO2 stretching). The S�O�H bend also
appears in this region and is coupled to the SdO stretching
vibration. The character of the two resulting normal modes and
the assignment of the corresponding experimental peaks depend
on the degree of hydration, but for ng 3, peak B corresponds to
the SOH bend, C to the SdO stretch, D to the antisymmetric
SO2 stretch, and E to the symmetric SO3 stretch. These assign-
ments are based on bulk results and calculations discussed below.

With increasing size, peak B increases notably in frequency,
from 1321 cm�1 for n = 3 to 1381 cm�1 for n = 12, and decreases
in intensity until it disappears entirely around n = 14. A weak
band at 1349 cm�1 was previously observed in IR titration
experiments of aqueous sulfuric acid solutions21 (see Figure S11
in Supporting Information) and attributed to a combination
band of HSO4

�. Assuming that this band correlates with band B
in our spectra, its assignment to the fundamental of the SOH
bend is more likely. In contrast to the bending vibration B, the
positions and intensities of peaks C andD stay relatively constant
at all levels of hydration, changing only slightly in frequency
between n = 3 and 12 from 1235 to 1237 cm�1 (peak C) and
from 1185 to 1166 cm�1 (peakD). Examination of the n= 14 and
16 spectra indicates that the antisymmetric stretch peak D
dominates this spectral region. Indeed, condensed-phase mea-
surements show only one broadened peak at 1160 (aerosol),
1190 (solution), 1188 (IR titration), or 1133 cm�1 (thin film),

which has been assigned to the SO3 antisymmetric stretching
mode of HSO4h.15,17,21,22

Peak E remains narrow and appears at the same position for all
cluster sizes, at an average frequency of 1049 cm�1 for n = 1�12.
Its assignment to the aforementioned symmetric SO3 stretch is
based on comparison with bulk studies that find frequencies of
1035, 1047, 1051, and 1052 cm�1.15,17,21,22 The narrow line
width and constant frequency indicate that this mode is not
affected by the solvent network.

Finally, we turn to peaks F, G, and H in the low-energy region
of the spectrum. Peak F is present in all cluster sizes and is the
peak that is the most blue-shifted by increasing water coordina-
tion (752�910 cm�1 from n = 1 to 16). This peak correlates
directly to the bisulfate S�OH stretch observed in the con-
densed-phase measurements at 897 (aerosol), 897 (solution),
887 (IR titration), or 899 cm�1 (thin film).15,17,21,22 After n = 8,
additional solvent molecules no longer have an effect on the peak
frequency, but some broadening is observed. Peak G is a broad
transition appearing only at ng 5; its position (684 cm�1) is size-
independent, but it increases in width from 90 (n = 5) to
196 cm�1 (n = 16). This peak correlates to the broad water
librational bands at∼700 cm�1measured in liquidwater thin films34

and is also observed in the IRMPD spectra of SO4
2�(H2O)n.

28

The broadness of this peak reflects the fluxionality of the
numerous librational modes present in the larger hydrated
bisulfate clusters. Peak H is a bending mode of the sulfate core,
as observed previously in bulk studies17 andmicrohydrated sulfate
clusters.28 It blue shifts monotonically with cluster size from
573 to 600 cm�1 (n = 1�12), beyond which it is broadened and
merges with the neighboring features.

In order to elucidate the structures of these clusters, the
experimental spectra are compared to simulated linear absorp-
tion spectra derived from calculated harmonic frequencies and IR
intensities. These spectra, along with cluster geometries and
relative energies (including zero-point corrections) are shown in
Figures 2�4. The lowest-energy isomer found is shown along
with one of the higher-energy isomers that shows good agree-
ment with experiment (see Supporting Information for a com-
plete list and tabulated frequencies). The calculated structures
are generally consistent with previous results,25,26 with some
differences in energy orderings (see Table S4, Supporting

Figure 1. Experimental IRMPD spectra of HSO4h(H2O)n with n =
1�12, 14, and 16, showing peaks A�H, described and assigned in
the text.

Figure 2. Comparison between the experimental IRMPD spectrum
(top black trace) and Gaussian convolution (fwhm = 15 cm�1) of the
harmonic MP2/6-311+G** stick spectra of isomers 1-I and 1-II (lower
green traces) for n = 1. Structures and their relative energies (in kJ/mol)
are also reported.
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Information).We first consider the smallest clusters, HSO4h(H2O)n,
n = 1�3, where specific cluster geometries can be assigned, and
then examine the solvation trends in larger clusters, focusing on the
spectral region corresponding to peaks B, C, and D.

The calculated spectra allow us to assign geometries to clusters
with n = 1�3. The multiplet of peaks at around 1250 cm�1 for
HSO4h(H2O) indicates the presence of multiple isomers. The
calculated structures in Figure 2 have a bridging water molecule

hydrogen bound to HSO4h in either a donor�donor�acceptor
(DDA) or donor�donor (DD) fashion. The DDA isomer 1-I is
predicted to be slightly more stable (1.6 kJ/mol) than 1-II.
Structure 1-I uniquely accounts for peaks B (1309 cm�1),
C (1218 cm�1), and D (1193 cm�1), corresponding to the SdO
stretching (1305 cm�1), antisymmetric SO2 stretching (1198 cm

�1),
and SOH bending modes (1164 cm�1), respectively. Variations
in the frequencies of these modes in the other isomer account for

Figure 3. Comparison between experimental IRMPD spectra (top black traces) and Gaussian convolution (fwhm = 15 cm�1) of the harmonic MP2/
6-311+G** stick spectra (lower green traces) for n = 2�5. Water librations (blue traces) are not convoluted (see text). Structures and their relative
energies (in kJ/mol) are also shown.

Figure 4. Comparison between experimental IRMPD spectra (top black traces) and Gaussian convolution (fwhm = 15 cm�1) of the harmonic MP2/
6-31+G* stick spectra (lower green traces) for n = 6�9.Water librations (blue traces) are not convoluted (see text). Structures and their relative energies
(in kJ/mol) are also shown.
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the rest of the multiplet structure. A relaxed scan of the HOSO
dihedral angle at the MP2/6-311+G** level yields a small 1-If
1-II isomerization barrier (1.8 kJ/mol), suggesting that the OH
group in HSO4

�(H2O) can undergo internal rotation at room
temperature. Trapping and cooling then populates both poten-
tial minima.

Figure 3 shows the BCDmultiplet beginning to resolve for n =
2 and 3. In both cases, the most stable calculated structures, 2-I
and 3-I, do not contain DD “bridging”water molecules (see 1-II)
but instead show a hydrogen-bonded solvent network beginning
from the acidic bisulfate hydrogen. However, the structures
showing better agreement with experiment, 2-II and 3-II
(Figure 3), are slightly higher in energy and contain a single
bridging water molecule; previous DFT calculations report 2-II
and 3-I as the lowest-energy structures (see Table S4, Supporting
Information).26 The width and non-Gaussian line shapes of
peaks B, C, D, and F suggest the presence of both isomers in
n = 2 and 3 clusters with a majority of isomer II with a minority
contribution from isomer I. The calculated SOH bending
frequencies for 2-II (1172 cm�1) and 3-II (1331 cm�1) cor-
respond to peaks D and B, respectively, in the n = 2 and 3
experimental spectra. This abrupt blue shift in the SOH bending
frequency correlates with the onset (structure 3-II) of water�
water hydrogen bonding at the site of the acidic bisulfate hy-
drogen. This hydrogen-bonding network can facilitate partial
proton transfer from the bisulfate, significantly increasing the
SOH bending frequency (see below).

The remaining clusters n = 4�9 in Figures 3 and 4 show
significantly fewer differences between low-lying isomers, mak-
ing the assignment of cluster geometries tentative at best. For
these larger clusters, we examine the trends in simulated spectra,
focusing on peaks B, C, and D and their agreement with
experimental results, in order to gain insight into their general
solvation motifs.

We first consider peak B, the SOH bend for n g 3. The
structures in Figures 3 and 4 show that bisulfate always donates a
hydrogen bond to the water network, and since the motion of
the SOH bend remains fairly localized even for larger clusters
(see Chart S1 in the Supporting Information), peak B can probe
the nature and the strength of the hydrogen bonding at this site.
The intensity of peak B drops significantly for n > 4 as the water
network begins to wrap around the bisulfate OH moiety. Two
characteristic changes in the hydration network are also observed
at this point. First, the water molecule accepting a H-bond from
the SOH group now donates a second hydrogen bond to the
water network instead of the bisulfate ion (isomers 4-I, 5-I, and
5-III). Second, we observe the onset of H-bond formation
between the O-atom of the SOH moiety and a water molecule
(isomers 4-I and 5-III in Figure 3). Between n = 3 and 12, the
calculations show increased hydrogen bonding of the acidic
bisulfate hydrogen with the solvent, as evidenced by (1) a
decreasing OH stretch frequency (not shown) due to a longer
OH bond and (2) an increasing bend frequency due to a
narrower bending potential well. While the calculated frequen-
cies overestimate the blue shifting of peak B, they agree qualita-
tively with experiment; the shifting of peak B describes the
incorporation of the acidic hydrogen into the surrounding water
network, the first step toward acid dissociation.

Peaks C and D, the SdO stretch and the antisymmetric SO2

stretch, are generally well reproduced with strong intensities for
most cluster sizes. Unlike the SOH bend, the normal modes for
peaks C and D involve significant motion of the hydrogen-bound

water network. Their frequencies also vary significantly depend-
ing on solvation structure. The symmetric SO3 stretch at peak E,
on the other hand, shows very little variation in frequency even
for quite different geometries and sizes, exactly as observed in the
experimental results. These factors allow us to use the frequen-
cies of C and D and their spacing relative to E as our main
selection criteria for choosing the best calculated geometries
(see Table S3 in the Supporting Information for root-mean-
squared errors with respect to experiment).

The other bisulfate core vibrations include the S�OH stretch
(peak F) and several bending modes of the sulfate core (peak H).
In the smaller clusters, peak F appears at around 750 cm�1. As
the cluster size increases, this vibration contains increasing
contributions from the solvent network, varying in frequency
and sometimes splitting into multiple peaks. The presence or
absence of this splitting allows us to further eliminate some cal-
culated structures from consideration (see Table S3 in the
Supporting Information). The large blue shift and subsequent
leveling out suggests that solvation increases the strength of this
S�O bond until around n = 8, as evidenced by a calculated
increase of the polarization of the Oδ��Hδ+ bond with in-
creased hydrogen bonding. The various bending vibrations that
contribute to peak H are not experimentally resolved; therefore,
we are content with a general agreement in peak shape for the
calculated results.

The remaining peaks A and G in the spectra correspond to
motions of the solvent alone and do not reveal much about the
structure of the clusters. We discuss only the librational band G,
which is absent from the experimental spectra up to n = 3 and
then appears as a single broad structure of increasing width
with increasing n, ultimately correlating to what is observed in
aqueous solution. We attribute this broadening, which has pre-
viously been observed in the IRMPD spectra of other micro-
hydrated conjugate base anions,8 to a thermal effect. Interest-
ingly, the calculations predict more water librational modes of
appreciable IR intensity than are observed experimentally (see
Figures 3 and 4 and S1�S10 in the Supporting Information), in
particular for the larger clusters. This discrepancy has been
observed in our previous studies of hydrated ions8,28,35,36 and
appears to be a general occurrence in the IRMPD spectroscopy
of these species. The absorption of the first few photons followed
by fast IVR heats the clusters up to the point where H-bonds are
broken, but the clusters remain well below the dissociation limit.
Consequently, the frequencies of the affected librational modes
change, and the resonance condition is lost, after which no
further absorption (and thus no dissociation) occurs. For this
reason, normal modes involving significant librational character
have been left out of the Gaussian convolutions, greatly simplify-
ing comparison with experiment.

To summarize, comparisons between theory and experiment
allow us to elucidate trends in the general solvation motif of these
clusters and, in the case of clusters n = 1�3, to identify the
specific isomers present. All of the clusters presented here exhibit
acceptor binding of a water molecule at the acidic bisulfate
hydrogen. A hydrogen-bonded water network is seen for n g 3.
Beginning at n≈ 4, water “rings” appear as a stable solvation shell
motif (see, for example, structure 6-I in Figure 4); four water
molecules are linked by four hydrogen bonds to form the ring;
three of these bind to the core ion. Full or partial rings add on to
either side of the first ring, forming a “band” about the bisulfate,
two water molecules wide. Occasionally, a structure with a single
bridging water molecule is more stable (9-I in Figure 4) or agrees
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better with peaks C and D in the experimental spectrum (5-III or
7-V in Figures 3 and 4). “Droplet” solvation motifs, with stacked
rings and significantly fewer hydrogen bonds to the bisulfate
core, are much higher in energy (see isomer 12-IV in Supporting
Information).

The general solvation trends elucidated within and from
studies of other systems provide an appealing and logical way
to relate the acidic or basic properties of an ion in solution to its
behavior in size-selected clusters. The acidic HSO4h favors a water
molecule binding acceptor-like to the bisulfate hydrogen, as if to
solvate that hydrogen and dissociate theO�Hbond. Conversely,
the basic HCO3h ion shows a strong preference for donor-like
binding of the initial water molecules to the negatively charged
CO2 moiety, the first step toward deprotonation of a nearby
water molecule.36 Subsequent cluster growth happens about
these first solvent molecules. The previously studied NO3

�-
(H2O)n and HCO3

�(H2O)n systems also show the presence of
water rings beginning at n = 4,35,36 while the doubly charged
SO4

2�(H2O)n clusters prefer a bridging motif due to the strong
ion�water interaction.28,29

’EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Infrared multiple photon photodissociation (IRMPD) experi-
ments were carried out on a previously described ring electrode
trap/time-of-flight mass spectrometer37,38 using the Free Elec-
tron Laser for Infrared eXperiments (FELIX).39 HSO4h(H2O)n
ions were produced by electrospray of 25 mM sulfuric acid
in 1:4 water/acetonitrile solvent. A 1 M standard solution of
sulfuric acid (SigmaAldrich) was used for all dilutions. The negative
ions were then transferred into a high-vacuum system. Parent
ions were mass-selected in a quadrupole mass filter and focused
into a ring electrode ion trap. To allow for continuous ion loading
and ion thermalization, the trap was continuously filled with He
gas (∼0.01�0.1 mbar) at an ion trap temperature of 15 K. After
filling the trap for 99 ms, all ions were extracted from the ion trap,
focused both temporally and spatially into the center of the
extraction region of an orthogonally mounted linear time-of-
flight mass spectrometer, and irradiated with single FELIX
macropulse (50 mJ/pulse and ∼0.25% rms bandwidth). Under
these conditions, most of the ions are thermalized prior to IR
irradiation.40,41 IR spectra were recorded by monitoring all ion
intensities simultaneously as the laser wavelength was scanned.
Bare bisulfate ions were produced but could not be dissociated.
The photodissociation cross section σ was determined from
the relative abundances of the parent and photofragment ions
I0 and I(n) and the frequency-dependent laser power P(ν) using
σ = �ln[I(ν)/I0]/P(ν).

42

Electronic structure calculations were performed using the
Gaussian 09 program.43 Initial cluster structures were con-
structed using a combination of chemical intuition and previous
published results using DFT and MP2 methods with large
basis sets.25,26 The full cluster geometry was then optimized at
the MP2/6-311+G** level of theory for n = 1�5 and at the
MP2/6-31+G* level for n = 6�12. Frequency calculations were
performed for all converged structures to test for local minima
and to obtain the zero-point corrected energies reported. Structures
are labeled according to their relative energies, andonly those showing
best agreement with experiment are shown in Figures 2�4
(many more structures are reported in the Supporting Infor-
mation). The simulated infrared spectra were derived from
Gaussian convolutions (fwhm = 15 cm�1) of the stick spectra

associated with the harmonic vibrational frequencies and linear
absorption intensities. Librational modes were not included in
the convolution in order to facilitate comparison with experi-
ment. No scaling factor was used because neither a general
scaling factor44 nor a scaling factor specific to SdO double
bonds45 improved agreement with experiment for the various
SO bond stretches containing both single and double bond
character.
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